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by James Bonner

Discussions of creativity frequently revolve around
creativity in art or creativity in literature. W e all
imagine that w e know how t o recognize a great creative artist-an artist whose work soars out of and above
the imagination, 1 think we should first ask, in discussing creativity in science, whether there is in fact
any comparable creativity in this field. Is tlie scientist
creative? The popular picture of a scientitit in our
culture runs somewhat as follows: A man in a white
laboratory coat grinds away in a logical and inexorable fashion ( a n d dully too) for 20 years, and then
suddenly produces nylon or a better mousetrap.
The popular picture of the scientist in our culture
might then suggest that scientific work does not grip
the emotions, that it is coldly logical, that it is not
creative as is the work of the artist. I am prepared
however, to show that tins is a misconception. There
are many grades and degrees of creativity and innovation in science. The discoveries of which we read in
popular magazines are indeed most frequently ones
based upon the logical repetitive search for some
merely uselul material-a new elixir that will magically cure chilblains in mice resident in orbiting Space
vehicles, and so on. But this is not truly science, it is
applied science-and it bears the relation to highlevel creative science that the articles in popular magazines bear to creative literature,
Scientific creativity lies much deeper than the
repetitive seaich for a. better plastic o~ the trial and
error attempt to hnd ~j better deiinogger for exhauht
pipes. Creative science lies, 1 believe, in the formillation of lelatious between facts-the genesis of theoiies
which bring together under one root observations
previously sepal ately housed.
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We ull think ice know how t o recognize a great mealive artist, whose icork soars abotie the imagination.
The scientist is confronted by a multitude of facts:
he wishes to reduce them to one fact, to formulate a
law of nature. This is the urge of a scientist, to find
unity in nature. H e wishes to find similarities between
things not previously recognized as similai He must
create a theory which will unify facts. There are probably many theoiies which unify a poition of the available facts, but he must imagine one that will unify
all. H e must reject tliose theone5 that he has imagined
which will not eiicoinpass all facts. It is a hard task.
To formulate this theory, to imagine it. is strictly a
personal subjective act. It is not done by committees:
there ib no known and inexorable way to deduce the
correct hypothesis in advance, it must first lie imagined by some one peison.
Think of some ol- the truly creative figures in

s~i<~iicc-Dai
vun lor <h\.~iiple D ~'A Jill's cit~eiti~
e [miKing i u t Â¥stato ;>vclelatediies~in all rreiiturtbs, rclatednrhs bj ~ ~ ~ 1 u t i oN1 o1 .rt~latednessb e t w < . ~ the
n
e.irt11'ii living thniffii had previousl~ been imaginedmerely an alinost infinite nnnibel of differences.
Or think of Niels Bohr and his atom, imagined
strii.$b ad hoc t o relate the thousi.inds aiid thousands
of spectral lines described as misce1laneons facts by
pliysirists h ~ over
r
a hundred years. Each of these new
innovations represented a gigantic new concept. personally cu~iceivecl and brought to test in the same
sense that a creative work of ait is persoi~ally imagined and brought to liglit.
Therc is ~ n o t l i e r clidracteristic of the creative
scientific act which may often, although not always,
b e perceived. This is the fact that it involves discdrding what is generally accepted, in pruning away dugma, as & basia for & new and inore geiit'ral unifying
concept. Take Darwin again: H e had first to discard
the accepted fact that each species is individually
created by the cleator. This is in '1 sense uinfying
concept, and one generally acceptable and accepted
in Darwin's time. Before Darwin could proceed to
imagine a new and more unifying concept-namely,
that species evolve from common ancestors and that
creation therefore occurred but once-he had to discard the accepted view. A creative scientist, then,
ha5 to have the strength to question what is presently
accepted to turn things tops\-tnrvy as a part of liis
creative synthesis.
What I have said ab(,ut a few niajor exa~npJe5of
scientific creativity is also true for less spectacular
examples. For there is a complete spectrum of creativity, from acts such as those of Darwin and Bohr, down
to the man who imagines how to reconcile today's
laboratory results with yesterday's different ones. We
see creativity in the scientist at work each and every
day, some days are merely more creative than others.
Finally, I may note that I assume that the urge to
unify, to bring relatedues5 where none was found
before, is a basic urge and drive for the scientific
person. I do not know that this is true, but I suspect
strong!) that it is. i suspect that tlie desire to unify
and understand is J. basic pait of man's emotional
rangeineiits
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f i e e~jolutionof a creative scientist
Let us novv consider some of the things that n w
be observed dmirig tlie process by which a young
peison emerges as a creative scientist. 1 will take for
my stud) Â¥svliahappens in the course of gradlute
educ'ttioii. Each fall we bring into our biology group
at Caltech a dmen 01 so young men and wornen, all
w t h fresh Bachelor's degrees. These are new graduate students They liiive spent four years in college
and twelve years in school before college. They die
hill of facts. They die full of leaining But with rarcJ
exec-ptiuiii the> exhibit n o evident qualities of the

ne'ttive w~eiitist Li-~tus, how iiSvei,ulisei vc tlic~intw)
or tlnt-c \ears Liter. Maiiy of tliesc saniv j oung peopie will lie creath i.' si.ieritistii. They will lit- (jail)
formuJatmg and testing ntw a i d OiteII higlil? orighitil
concepts. The) i cveal their mark to tlie world hi p i n t
aud %it11great assurance. Some will be guiding others
ig
along the same path I t is truly a 11ea1t-u ' i r n ~ i ~ process to follow.
Surely these young people weie creative in some
respect before they entered graduate school, but it
had not made itself manifest in any obvious scientific
way. One might conclude that all that l u s been h'ippeiiiiig in graduate school is that the) have been
taught-truined 15 a popular word-to use a new art
form, that of science.

Finding a d f e c t
But 1 think that this would be misleading and that
the facts go deeper. During the course of graduate
education these students have had but few formal
courses. They know some new facts, to be sure, but
they are not gaining facts at the rate that they did
in their undergraduate years. There is, however, one
obvious thing that has happened, and that happens
to every scientist who becomes a creative practitioner.
Let us wiitch d new graduate student. H e brOwhe5
around, he looks at many subjects, he talks to many
people, and suddenly one day he finds a subject
which really sends him, one that grips his emotions
for reasons he doesn't understand but doesn't think
about. H e takes hold of this subject, he wants to find
out all about it, he reads about it in the literature; he
thinks about it, he dredrns about it, lie works on it.
I have seen some spectacular examples of this in
my years as a guider of graduate students. I have
seen young men spend one, two, three years in pedestrian work, routinely carrying out token investigations.
And I have seen these same young men suddenly
find a new subject which really excited them and then
blossom out 'is creative scientists in a period of m o n t h .
1 believe it is safe to say that, unless the potential
scientist finds a subject which really grips his emotions, the scientific creativity of the individual does
not come to the fore. Tins is an essential part of the
procebs of becoming a creative, productive scientist
But the choosing of an appropriate subject of investigation isn't the ouly thing that has been happening in graduate school. Graduate school is still conducted by apprenticeship, the newcomer is put in
l o s e association with a practicing creative scientist,
they talk, they make hypotheses, they think up critical tests of hypotheses, the apprentice is actiially
watching and participating in the creative work of
another. There is olxious transfer here and one can
mark this in many scientists The work of the masterscientist-father van br detected yeais later in the
work and 1lid1111~1~~1lls
of the iormer apprentice son
Still another tliing happens in graduate school,

C Ia d u ~ t t : school is
\ f r y pl.v iiiisiiiv e iiistit ution
I here die no penalties foi questions, w e ] yone does
it. T l i e ~ eis little stiucture. the appientice slowly gets
t o feel that lie can question riot only his immediate
colleagues, but anyone, professors included. Everyone talks; eveiyone questions; everyone brings forth
nev, unoithodox ideas. At its best, graduate school is
a sort ot continuous brainstorming session, new ideas
coritinuously pop out and are batted around. And in
this connection there is the matter of reward. In graduate sdiool the apprentice 5cientist is rewarded
for his questioning, for his spontaneity, by the approval of his colleagues, by fellowships, and other symbols
of material wealth. H e is rewarded, perhaps for the
first time. tor spontaneous unorthodoxy.
Finally, as the graduate student-apprentice progresses toward becoming a creative scientist he receives responsibility-the responsibility to help others
along the same path. This appears t o me to b e a very
~natuiingexperience, a step which helps t o free the
orietirne apprentice from his master, to make him
independent. This step involves real change from
dependency to adulthood, and the challenge to help
another is a catalyst which appears to make the great
step easier t o take.
These are some of the things which I think can b e
seen happening in graduate school, things that help
to determine whether a student becomes a creative
scientist or a pedestrian, repetitive investigator. It
occurs t o one naturally t o ask whether we might take
the little knowledge that we have of education for
creativity in graduate school and apply it in the
earlier stages uf the educational process - in the undergraduate college years, for example.
L~

The creative scientific act
Let u;) nuw pass to another aspect of scientific
creativity and consider the creative scientific act itself. How does a scientist have a creative thought?
What does he do when h e wants t o have a new idea?
The facts are simple and they are pretty well agreed
upon. The creative act follows J definite sequence of
steps, which we can outline as follows:
( I ) Define the question. Tins may in itself be a
creative act, since t o recognize a question which has
nut been asked before nld) take great creativity.
( 2 ) Stuti with facts. Once the question has been
defined, the potential scientific creator mubt have all
the infunnatiou that he can get. He may have to do
some expe~imerits. h e leads the literature; lie gets
together ail the information tliat he can imagine bears
u p o ~the
) (juestioi~cit ihsue.
( 3 ) Wctit. The scientist llidy mull the facts o\er,
lie rnay u oii 1 , but in principle vihat lie haa to d o
i l l ) \ \ l'h wait.
(4) A solution pops out. Peihaps s11diiy soli.itioiit pop
out. Often solutions emerge to consciousness when
one is halt asleep, or perlidps dun'ng a diijdreani.
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Tliey iiia? oct-ui \i.ht.sn one is talkuig with others, or
hcippen d m i ~ i ghill hut sohtdi! roiiscio~~sriess. The piincipal point is tliat cn.'ati\e so1utioii.i
occur at quite aibitury and uiip.~.-dii-tabletiint>s
( 5 ) Assess the solution. The scientist must n o w
ask himself whether his new creative idea is a useful
one or not: Is it good or bad? Does it actually unify
everything that is present to be unified?
Steps 1, 2, and 5 above are conscious steps, they
are logical. Steps 3 and 4 are not conscious; something ih taking place in the preconscious, arid here is
the nub of the problem of scientific creativity There
die ways to get at what is happening during the waiting period, and at the time the solution pops out, Suggestions as t o what is happening are contributed by
the study of free association and by the many modifications ot tlie free association process that have been
applied to the study of creativity; as for example, in
brainstorming, in the psychoanalytic session, the Rorschach and Thematic Apperception tests of psychologists. and in observations of creative people who talk.
tlic"y ins)

The nub of the problem
All of these observations suggest
that une and the
same individual produces many new arrangements,
new constellations, new unorthodox concepts from
the same information. They suggest that what is happening during the preconscious interval before a
creative solution t o a problem emerges is that the
facts which have previously been stuffed in t o the
conscious are taken to the preconscious and there
jumbled and rearranged in all possible ways. From
time t o time one of these rearrangements emerges to
consciousness - with greater frequency when certain
strictures are removed, as in half sleep or in the brainstoriniiig situation.
W e are now in a position to make a formal model
-if the creative process. W e can formulate this model
as follows: The scientist who wishes to make a creative !>(ilutionto a problem must first have a problem
and must further possess infoimation on the problem.
Next, he must have an objective. The objective is to
produce a new symmetry trom the component parts
ot tliis information. Next, the information is taken
into a device, the preconsdous of the individual, and
there subjected t o random reanangement and recombination. Finally, our unconscious machinery permits
the filtered release t o consciousness of selected reairangements.
The key question concerning the iiature of the
creative act and the creativity of individuals seems
to me t o lie, if the above model is correct. in what
determines which rearrangements come t o consciousness. Obviously, the filter process does us a good turn
if it serves the objective of only releasing re'irrangementh tliat possess some new symmetry, and discards
at once all re.irrangeinents that are nonsense and
which hive n o symmetry. But, nonetheless, the filter
-

-

p 0 C t ' i s h 13 (juitt ex ideutl> a highl> u n t i u s t ~o~~. t l i \inst1 un-ient, it is ~ h 0 l . hsublett, because it is miconsrious to uiicoiiscious control a n d to tlic ~ic~conip~iiying opportunities for distoition. The filter piocess can,
for e ~ a i r ~ p ~
quite
v , unbidden, prohibit h-om comii~g
to cons(~ioi1snesscreative reairaugements that threaten the secuiity of the individual, that iun counter to
general opir~ioii,that I un counter to long forgotten
proliibitioiis lealned in childhuod, and so on.
The filtering act v,oÃ§l certainly appear t o be the
most vulueiable, the most unsatisfactory, and the least
accessible of the components of crecitivity. However,
I t h ~ n ktliat we may conclude that. insofar as tins
pa1 t of tile creative process is concerned, creativity
dud spontaneity ale closely allied. or perhaps identical. W e may conclude, too, tliat to the extent that
we preseive and nurture spontaneous behavior, we
minirnise the r a t r i c t i ~ i ginfluences of the filter process on creativity.

Some case histories
Let us now stand back and look at some selected
examples of scientists at work. My examples cover the
spectrum trom high to very low creativity, but they
are selected in a special way. I n the first place, they
are fictitious, but if they really existed the) would all
be hard-working, industiious, intelligent and nieritoriout, people, aud people who have contributed significantly to science - although with very different
degiees of productivity.
My first example is a bubbling, loquacious man oi
broad inteiests, he understands any and all subjects.
and lie can take any pioblem and contribute really
new solutions t o it. H e is verb'il. In conversation on
any of a wide variety of matters he will take the subject, grind away inexorably and logically foi awhile,
and then suddenly he will shift gears and take of! in
fantasy, producing one new unorthodox t oncept alter
another, leassorting dl] of the facts of the situation
ts,
nonuseful.
into nem a ~ r a n g e m e ~ ~mostly
As he works on a problem, lie takes the facts and
rearranges them audibly, as it were. W e can imagine
that we see the preconscious reassortment process at
woik. Among the many rearrangements produced by
this mail, he selects ronscioijsly with great care and
logical skepticism. He discards all but a few. The
few that remaiii are subject to exhaustive testing in
every possible wdy. H e is a mail of no self-delusion.
and Ins creative ideas. when they are finally passed
on to the wurld at large, are aluays (thuti f a r ) c-orrect H e is a man with 2 1 0 great niedsui-e of personal
investment in his ideas, an idea is not right mere$
bec-aiise it is his own. If logicxshows that it is wroiig
or noi~useful,lie tl~rowsit av\ay, he couldn't care less
about i t . This marl possesses tu a high degree the
charat-'teriiitics of J crtut~ve,producti~e person.
My second f\dill~lleis also a man u h o is bubbling,
spontdiieons. loquadous and w h i ~ ~ ~ ~tie,
k ~too,
a l . takes

problem aiicl gi irids m+ on it auclibl>. Hi.']Y agtiin
e imagine that v. e see and hear the 1 ean ~ i i g i n gre,
coming
shuffling process at \ u ) i k , the rt~arriii1grint~iits
out as successive taiitasies. He is niudi less iigorouh
than the preceding individual in the firid 5eJection
and assessmeiit of his nidny new and fanciful ideas.
and m a q have proved t o be incon~plete 01 even
wrong. But his contributions have been tremendous.
He, too, has the ability to throw away In's own ideas
v l ~ e nthey are shown by others to be eironeous. Even
his mistakes have been useful for the progress of
science
My third example is a quiet man, a lone worker,
who does. however, produce creative and quite nem
ideas. These have reshaped the vvurld of science. But
lie holds with equiil tenacity ideas which appear to
be merely capriciouslj unorthodox. H e is a man with
tremendous person'il investment in h i 5 creative notions, right or wrong. A questioner of any idea, no
matter whether good or bad, becomes at once a personal enemy. This man exemplifies the trait, common
to us all, of feeling that his views must b e correct
because he wants so much t o have them be.
My fourth example is another loquacious bubbler
who spouts out a continuous succession of new ideas.
But he has, unfortunately, essentially n o ability to
distinguish logically good new concepts from bad
notions. I n following up tlie bad with the good h e
wastes his efiort and, as d result, his scientific impact
has been much smaller than it should properly have
been.
My next example is a quiet person of tremendous
erudition, full of facts, a creative poser of good questions. H e poses a question. he gets the facts and then
more facts, but the creative rearrangement of these
facts into a unified picture does not come. Repeatedly
now this has happened. Time and again the facts so
laboriously gathered have been unified by others.
How frustrating!
My final example is of a hard-working, knowledgeable person, an able experimenter, but with neither
the ability to pose new questions nor to solve creatively a problem posed 1)) others. Always a follower,
his work is repetitive and tends toward the determination of further significant figures in important constants. H e is a useful person. a technician, but not
creative. H e comes close, perhaps, to the common
picture of a scientist in uur c~ulture.
.I
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Let us now turn to wine ( i f the troubles implicit
in these case histories which beset the creative scientist, and indeed the creative worker generally. W e will
disregard such obvious matters as the fact that many
scientists work under restrictive surroundings for
niei e i i i ~ ~ n eMore
j.
pressing are the aspects suminarizecl 1)) Lawrence Kubie in his book, T h e Neurotic
Pibtortion of the Creufiw Process, and in tw) articles
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uetiti'u' diiicoieiy. Am1 ii~icuti~ta
in Â¥wlio tliia distoiteti g o ~ lstmds liigli ,lie nut 11ighl~c u ~ a t i u xSuc11
.
a person l u s a iiioiikq ou Ins shoulders Jistoitiiig
his creative effort by distorting its goal
Then there is the matter oi ~ ~ o l d c s~e i~ie ~ t i o i Ii
have mentioned that a student goes along In owsing
through the fields of soenct- and all id a audde~ifinds
a subject, a problem, which engrosses him ObviousI>
this choice has sorne background, some nie..i~iing,just
as does career selection in the first place. Poliaps
always, the problem selected has its intellectual c hallenge, but many problems do. Quite piohably thenare unconscious factors at work in problem selectioi~.
Tile problem has soinc symbolic meaning. JII i a i t , '1
great deal of jesting about this matte] goes on iii
biology-how geneticists are people justifying to themselves their own guilty interest in sex, e t c , diid sinci."
this is made as a joke there is probably truth in it.

Creative unorthodoxy

Many scientists work under restrictive surroui~clin&s
for mere money.
in the American Scientist (Oct. '53 and Jan. '54).
The first has t o d o with the goals of the individual
scientist. What is the scientist unconsciously trying
to achieve by scientific work? I have already pointed
out that I assume it t o b e a human urge and desire
to make order, t o unify, t o simplify, to understand,
To a scientist for whom this is the goal, a creative
solution t o a problem is its own reward. But we know
that creative solutions t o problems can stand for many
other things. To one scientist they may unconsciously
stand for material success, t o another they may mean
acclaim. Or, a creative solution t o a scientific problem
may represent in symbolic form a way t o seek afiection, and so on, endlessly.
These are distorted goals. Perhaps one of the cornmonest symbolic meanings of creative success for the
scientist is that of acceptance and adulation. To such
a scientist, science represents a route t o such success
and adulation. Papers submitted t o journals represent
stepping stones t o fame rather than a sharing of
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1 would note lie] e too tlie pro1)Irnis ~ s s ~ c i ~ i wit11
ted
the tact that creative thoughts are often h d d by
others to be antisocial, or at least dangeroi~sly antistatus-quo, and the sanction which is thereby niiplieil
tor safe, cicceptahle. but repetitive work I think that
we can all sense that subniissiveness, obedience, acceptance of authority, as the child learns and feels
it. can very well have a much wider meaning and
significance in later life in relation to creativity. The
creative scientist must ot necessity allow unoitliudox
thoughts to come to consciousness. Submissiveness
and acceptance of authority is the antithesis of this.
And so we should know and understand Low to real
children and produce adults in whom creative 1111orthodoxy has not been dampened by den~andsfor
)bedience.
These are just a few of the many ways in which
unconscious drives can and d o prevent or dampen the
creative process. And the moral, it seems to me, is
twofold: first, that we need much more knowledge of
tlie creative process and the factors that affect it, and
wider acceptance of this knowledge. W e need to use
this knowledge to improve child-rearing pi ocedures,
to improve educational processes, and to foster cre~ t i v i t yin adults. Just consider college educational procedures with their learning by repetition, their dependence on authority, and the competition between
students for grades that depend on acceptance of
these procedures. How much more wisdom could we
convey in the undergraduate years if we just knew
how to use the student's own creative drive in the
learning process itself!
Tile second conclusion, and my final one, is that
the creativity of the scientist is beset by many traps
and hidden dangers. H e needs self-insight and selfawareness t o avoid these dangers, and to maximize
and free his creativity t o keep it turned to the solution of real problems.

